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for printed objects, the process is similar, but the solidifiable material is ink that can solidify from a liquid state to a durable solid form. the ink is printed onto a substrate in a predetermined pattern, either by inkjetting or by laser cutting, as a design or functional element for a printed device. once printed, the ink remains fixed in the shape of the printed design, and the process can be repeated as many times as desired, at different locations on the substrate. the durability of the printed design is paramount to
achieving functional surface characteristics, such as weathering resistance. although the printer is certainly still many years away from having significant market penetration, its very existence has important implications for work flows at the office, school, or home. it could be that in a very near future, having a 3-d printer at home will not be an uncommon sight. 10 10. see 'how 3d printing can transform the future of design' by martin beuvers, tedxeindhoven, 2016. these data icons are sent by the server during
your import process. they are not applicable to the import of raster images, etc. in other words, a shape that has been imported in the.vdxml file, where these icons are used, should be drawn in the actual document with the correct insertion order and should be visible in the document. modern software tools use optimization to come up with optimum results. often times, computer aided design (cad) software is used for this purpose. the cad tool has to be programmed so that the solution is precisely found. the

cad tool will start with a certain number of basic structural elements, which are functions called nodes. each node has a number of connection points called junctions. each point can have one or more functions assigned to it. the point may have one input and one output function. the nodes are connected together by different types of lines called paths. these paths join the different nodes and connect them together and are called topology. these lines have lengths associated with them and they are called
elements. the functions of all the nodes on the same line will be computed simultaneously. these combinations of nodes and functions are called a design. a function is a particular function that may be expressed as a mathematical expression. these mathematical functions are inputs to the cad program. the goal of the cad tool is to find out the best possible design given the set of function values and mathematical expressions.
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